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science fiction genre, from the video game industry itself, we are a new.1. Field of the Invention The
present invention is related to the field of computerized data storage, and in particular to

management of the sequence of accesses to storage. 2. Description of the Related Art Storage in a
computer system is typically provided by one or more storage devices, such as disk drives

(sometimes referred to as hard disk drives) that store digital information, magnetic storage media,
optical storage media, or the like. A storage controller system (sometimes referred to as a

xe2x80x9cstorage controllerxe2x80x9d) may be used to control access to the storage devices. The
storage controller may provide interface logic that connects to one or more hosts or client computers

that store and retrieve data on the storage devices. The storage controller system may utilize
various storage protocols to provide various different services. Examples of commonly used storage

protocols include Small Computer System Interface (SCSI), Fiber Channel Protocol (FCP), and the like.
A host computer may issue storage commands to a storage device, which the storage device may

return as status. The host computer may store the status in a storage reply buffer or data structure.
The storage reply buffer may be located in memory or other storage connected to the host

computer. The storage reply buffer may be time-stamped indicating when the storage command was
received and when the status was returned to the host computer. The storage reply buffer may

contain a plurality of status entries or records, each of which represents a single status return to a
single storage command. After returning a status to the host, the storage controller may provide the

status in a response to a storage command according to the service requested by the storage
command. The response may be identified by an identified request identifier (ID), which is

associated with the storage command and the service provided by the storage controller. The
response may be a status message, such as a status message of no error found. The response may

also be a failure 6d1f23a050
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